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The following municipalities are scheduled to complete their revaluations in fall 2020: Bridgeport,
Brooklyn, Canterbury, Clinton, Colebrook, Deep River, Derby, Durham, East Hampton, Ellington, Fairfield,
Haddam, Hartland, Ledyard, Marlborough, Newington, New Milford, North Branford, North Stonington,
Oxford, Promfret, Prospect, Salisbury, Seymour, Somers, Southington, Stafford, Voluntown, Wallingford,
West Haven, and Westport.

In these municipalities, the revaluation will fix real property tax assessments for the next five years.
Taxpayers in these municipalities should pay attention to their assessments and applicable deadlines so
that they do not lose the ability to challenge an unfair tax assessment.

In December 2020, most municipalities conducting revaluations will send property owners a notice of
preliminary value and provide the property owner a chance to meet with the revaluation company to
discuss the preliminary value. This informal meeting, although not required, offers the taxpayer a
valuable opportunity to obtain an assessment reduction early in the process and with minimal expense.
While most taxpayers do not take advantage of this important opportunity, we encourage taking part in
the informal hearing process.

If the taxpayer does not pursue the informal meeting or is dissatisfied with the result of the informal
meeting, the taxpayer has until February 20, 2021 (unless extended by the municipality) to apply for an
assessment reduction to the local Board of Assessment Appeals (BAA). Without an appeal to the BAA, the
taxpayer generally will be barred from arguing about their tax assessment until the next grand list the
following year. The BAA will then schedule a hearing in March or April and issue a decision. That decision
can be appealed to the Superior Court.

While the best time to challenge your assessment is in the first year of revaluation so that you can obtain
the greatest benefit over a five-year period, tax assessments can be challenged any year on the same
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schedule outlined above. One of our experienced tax appeal attorneys can walk you through the process,
and describe the cost/benefit of your given situation, depending on the year in which you challenge the
assessment. Our tax appeal attorneys handle tax appeals statewide. For a more in-depth description of
the tax appeal process in Connecticut, please refer to this article: https://www.cohenandwolf.com/
publication-51

Philip C. Pires and Jason A. Buchsbaum are members of the Property Tax & Valuation, Municipal, and
Litigation & Dispute Resolution Groups at Cohen and Wolf, P.C. Phil and Jason regularly represent
municipal, corporate, and individual clients in all aspects of commercial and municipal litigation, including
municipal property tax litigation.
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